Tribal Access
Rx Program

Save 20%-40% over traditional PBM for Tribal Members,
Employees & Dependents
Pharmaceutical costs, especially specialty medicines, are the fastest growing healthcare cost
across the nation and without proper management, they can bankrupt plans and tribes. Due
to historical trauma and inequities, tribal communities suffer from more cancers, immune
disorders, diabetes and other chronic diseases, all while dealing with fewer resources.
Rather than being reactive to these costs and obstacles, Tribes now have a proactive way to
decrease costs and overcome obstacles of the past.

Proactively put money into your
tribe and community
STARx, Pequot Pharmaceutical Network
(PRxN), and 90 Degree Benefits can proactively
help tribal leaders save 20-40% on their
pharmaceutical costs. We have understanding
of Indian laws and access to discounts through
the Federal Supply Schedule (FSS) program.
Through FSS, the federal government purchases
various products for its own use, including
pharmaceuticals and other healthcare products.

90 Degree Benefits
can proactively help
tribal leaders save

20-40%

By utilizing STARx, tribes can experience savings like these:

Tribal Drug Discount = Big Savings
Estimated prices paid to manufacturers, relative to list price, for
brand-name drugs under selected federal programs, 2003
(Percent)
Average Manufacturer Price
Nonfederal Average Manufacturer Price
Best Price

Retail PBM

Federal Supply Schedule Price
Medical Net Manufacturer Price
340B Ceiling Price
Federal Ceiling Price

With STARx

Price Available to the “Big Four”
VA Average Price
DoD’s Military Treatment Facility Average Price
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Source: Congessional Budget Office. | Notes: In this analysis, the list price is the average wholesale price.

What you get with 90 Degree Benefits and STARx:
 Significant savings off
of pharmacy costs
 One of the oldest established
Indian Pharmacies
 Existing contracts with
wholesalers and other vendors

 Access to FSS Drug
Discounts, passed on to
tribal groups
 Mail order Rx program
including specialty

 Pharmacy PBM
consultancy service
 Medication Therapy
Management Program

Join the many tribes that have stopped reacting to rising healthcare costs
and started actively saving 20-40% off of pharmaceutical costs.

Contact EBSO at 833.652.0242 or marketing@ebsobeneﬁts.com to learn how STARx and
90 Degree Beneﬁts can start serving and helping
your tribe save big money, today.

